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Abstract:
The aim of this study is to observe the relationship of PA (physical activity) with self-esteem, body image, BMI (body
max index), eating attitude and sedentary lifestyle in adolescents.
An observational cross-sectional research has been done through Medline Database records of “Center of
Adolescent Health”, Barcelona Spain. According to records, there were volunteering adolescents of 13 to 18 years
of age involved and analyzed using a specific physical activity questionnaire for the score of adolescents,
questionnaire regarding body shape score, for self-esteem score there was a use of “Rosenberg Self-esteem
Scoring” questionnaire score adolescent sedentary, EAT-26 for eating attitude test and Body Mass Index Z-score.
These scales of different restrictions were based on regression and correlation.
A total of 191 girls and boys were comprised in this study, from those 191 25% had underweight and 75% were
normal. Children with low PA were 77% (three fourth). The girls were moderately more sedentary (girls 83.9% vs.
boys 72.1%). Mostly 90.05% of subjects did not have body image concerns and almost overall subjects had high or
normal self-esteem. Nearly 1/4th of the subjects (with the ratio of 23.5%) had messy eating behaviors. Multiple
regressions established the PA is dependent positively on the score of EAT 26 and ASAQ (Adolescent Sedentary
Activity Questionnaire) score in girls, whereas in boys sedentary score (ASAQ score) was only variable associated
to the questionnaire of PA for adolescents score.
Underweight and normal weight adolescents had minimum PA and beside this, almost all had normal body image
and self-esteem. Physical activity was considerably associated with sedentary and eating behaviors.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
PA (physical activity is the highest public health
issues analyzed in this century, it is projected by
WHO (World Health Organization) that more than
two million annual deaths in the world and is
associated to PA. The physical activity is one of the
multiple influences which have generally a normal
impact on self-esteem and body image. The
advantages of physical activity on health are largely
shown by the latest literature on science (Canpolat et
al., 2016).
Persons associated with positive body image are
mostly engaged in physical activity as compared to
those with negative body image. Accordingly, body
image also affects the PA type also. In adolescents, it
seems to be connected with self-esteem, as body
image is widely affected at their look. Another
particular factor of adolescent psychological health
and development is their self-esteem, it has been
observed accordingly that low self-esteem is linked
with different social physical and psychological
problems which may restrict in a successful transition
to adolescence, it also includes anxiety, depression,
eating disorder and in severe cases even suicide.
Moreover, the disordered behavior of eating has also
been found with different undesirable results
comprised with elevated eating disorder risk and
obesity, specifically in adolescents. The body image,
physical activity, eating disorders and self-esteem
seem associated with each other and present research
was projected to analysis these attributes
relationships in adolescents. (Duncan, al-Nakeeb and
Nevill, 2013)
METHODS:
This observational cross-sectional research has been
done through Medline Database records of “Center of
Adolescent Health”, Barcelona Spain under the time
period from November 2015 to March 2017. Age
group was 13 to 18 years for this study and in this
research, the exclusions were a locomotor disability,
chronic illness, and learning disability. A sample of
150 adolescents was projected and there 191 subjects
were included in this research (Dhankar et al., 2018).
A specific structure of the questionnaire has been
generating accordingly, basically, the information
was based on age, name (optional), educational
qualification,
gender
and
residence
place.
Measurement of weight has been done with no shoes
and in light clothes. Height was also measured while
all subjects were in no shoes and in standing position,
without hair bands and hats (Dhankar et al., 2018).
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BMI (body mass index) was calculated specific
formula (weight Kg/height (m2)) and SD scores were
extracted while using sex and age-specific
percentiles. Adolescents were also classified as
healthy weight, underweight, obese and over-weight
as per the growth reference data of WHO.
Adolescences’ PA was analyzed through a PA
questionnaire. Every question is attained on a scale of
five points. All participates are categorized through
their PA as low as per the 1-3 scores, moderate with a
3-4 score and high with 4-5 scores. The sedentary
attitude was analyzed using ASAQ and body image
was observed while using a specific body shape
questionnaire (BSQ) (Jinhee and ByungKon, 2016).
Every question is based on an answer of six points
and “Likert” scale (vacillating from never to always).
There are 4 categories for classification of the score
which are “not worried regarding body shape” <81,
slightly worried are 81-110, worried moderately 111140 and finally extremely worried > 140. Similarly,
self-esteem was analyzed with “Rosenberg SelfEsteem” score which is based on strongly agree up to
strongly disagree. In this test, the achiever of higher
score suggested as “Higher Self-Esteem” (Dhankar et
al., 2018).
Accordingly, eating attitudes were analyzed utilizing
EAT “eating attitude test 26” and based on 26 item
administrated. Every item is rated from one to six
responses and the range was “never to always”,
according to this test participants are arranged to
have a general attitude (with a score <20) and on the
contrary they have an eating disorder (if score >20).
Microsoft Excel software has been used for data
collection entries and SPSS version 20 has been used
for data analysis. CI (confidence intervals) was 95%
and calculated for every variable, P<0.05 were
measured significant statistically. Regression linear
and co-relation analysis of multiple variables was
also done (Jinhee and ByungKon, 2016).
RESULTS:
In the time period of study, 191 children were
involved in this research after utilizing the criteria of
inclusion and exclusion, (mentioned in below flowchart). Accordingly, the results also shown in Table 1
below as the mean age of this same (SD=1.39) was
15.2 years with the roughly equal distribution of
gender (45.55% girls and 54.45% boys). According
to results 1/4th of boys and girls were considered
underweight and other were normal in male and
females.
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(Source: (Dhankar et al., 2018))
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(Source: (Dhankar et al., 2018))
3/4th (at the ratio of 77%) of participants had low
physical activity. In this study, we observe that girls
were more sedentary (83.9% females versus 72.1%
boys). Both girls and boys use ten hours on inactive
behavior. The major share of inactivity founded in
small screens recreation devices such as a computer,
mobile, and television. 90.5% have not any
consideration relevant to body image. Self-esteem is
almost normal in all participant and 1/4th of the
respondents 23.56% had found eating behavior
disorders. The low physical activity was linked with
sedentary behavior increase (with Pearson
Correlation Coefficient (r = 0.424, n = 191, P ≤
0.005)”. inactive lifestyle also found an increasing
trend and BSQ image score was “(r = −0.165, n =
191, P = 0.023)” for sedentary measurement
(Dhankar et al., 2018).

According to Pearson Correlation coefficient (r =
−0.181, n = 191, P = 0.010) values of Body Mass
Index were originated to be related negatively to
eating scores and pointing that BMI in lower mode is
more eating disorder chances. Similarly, body mass
index scores were considered as positive related to
BIS (Body image scores) with the help of Pearson
Correlation coefficient r = 0.157, n = 191, P = 0.03,
signifies that better body image has elevated BMI
scores.
The analysis of “multiple linear regression” also
performed as independent and dependent variable
both for girls and boys accordingly, as given in Table
2.

(Source: (Dhankar et al., 2018)).
EAT 26 scores is the base of positive physical
activity and ASAQ (inactivity score) in girls, whereas
in boys ASAQ (inactivity score) was analyzed the
only PA variable related score. Body image score
(BSQ34) was not related statistically with a variable
in males while in females EAT26 score and score of
BMI Z highly contributed to BSQ34. For self-esteem
(RSE) no researched variables was importantly
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relevant to self-esteem score in females, therefore, a
minor association has been found with the score of
EAT in male (P = 0.03) (Jinhee and ByungKon,
2016).
BMI score, according to our analysis, was inversely
linked to EAT-26 score in the female, therefore, there
was no identification of this relation in males. There
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was a strong positive link found in BMI-Z and body
image score BSQ-34 in females identifying that
elevated BMIZ score enhances the BSQ-34. It must
be stated that no research had found any obesity but
one respondent was overweight. Specifically, a t-test
(shown in Table 3) was implemented utilizing lesser
PAQ-A and on the other side moderate or high PAQA according to the independent variable and the score
of EAT, a score of RSE, BSQ-34 score and score of
BMI Z a per independent variable. An important
divergence is there in low PAQ-A score (which was
M 14.04, SD 11.54) as compared with high PAQ A
(SD 24.4 and M 33) with score of EAT -26 t=(189) =
-2.29, P = 0.023 (Jinhee and ByungKon, 2016).
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DISCUSSION:
This research shows that 77.5% of respondents are
involved in nil or very limited physical activity
analyzed by the scale of PAQ-A, after and in the time
period of school. According to the World Health
Organization, 81% of children who are school going
are inadequate physical activities throughout the
globe. They are less active 78% girls and 83% boys
not accomplishing the WHO recommendations. The
given reports showed that from WHO Region of
South-East Asia, the children assessed by far the
lowest pervasiveness of inadequate physical activity
(with the rate of 74%) (Okumusoglu, 2017).

(Source: Okumusoglu, 2017)
Our research observations strongly helped the
physical activity global low level among children.
Most of the children in this study either nil or have
little concern about the BIS 90.1% and on the other
hand have high or normal self-esteem (99%) in both
males and females which is almost identical in
previous researches (Shaban et al., 2016).
Although at the global level dissatisfaction is going
to increase with Body Image, specifically leading to
low in self-esteem and it also found only 38% of
respondents observing the BI as normal, similarly,
most of the girls are not happy with their BI as
competed with male persons (Okumusoglu, 2017).
It is important the besides being inactive, respondents
do not show any issue about the self-esteem and body
image. This shows that PA is not a big issue for body
image or/and self-esteem. Both boys and girls are
utilizing more money for their relaxing time utilizing
TV, Mobile, and Computer in behaviors of sedentary.
In males 10.5h/day, SD was =3.9 P=0.000 are
basically spending more specific time on TV, Mobile
and Computer as compared with girls 9.7 h/day SD =
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3.8 P =0/000) (Shaban et al., 2016).
According to EAT scores, 23.5% in both girls and
boys were described as having disordered in eating. If
we compare results from different other researches
which represented the prevalence of eating disorder
then we found in Turkey it was 45.2, in the United
States 22% to 26%, in Japan 35% in Canada 16% and
Singapore 10.5% (Kelly, Vimalakanthan and Miller,
2014).
CONCLUSION:
Physical activity, self-esteem, eating behaviors and
body image are associated with each other and
potentially reconciled by the same psychological
traits both in girls and boys. Even though adolescents
majority have normal eating behaviors, 26%
significant numbers show to have eating disorders
and they need appropriate counseling to manage it.
PA was very minimal in under-weight and normal
weight girls and boys but it did not have body image
and self-esteem association which advice that PA is
hardly a body image and self-esteem concern.
Finally, this research can further guide us in any
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projection and designing publicity promotions to
enhance the awareness of PA among adolescents.
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